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Unplanned Construction of a 210 Ft High Temple
Gopal Ranjan
Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Roorkee, Roorkee, India

Shamsher Prakash
Director, Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee, India

SYNOPSIS A 210 1 high temple site was located on a hillock made up of filled up soil. Taking the
advantage of site topography terraced construction consisting of the main temple in the centre
and rooms on the three sides were planned. The construction progressed without any soil investigations. The paper highlights the problems faced at the stage when the construction had already
progressed upto +50 ft. Soil investigations were carried out at this stage. Then , the performance
of structures was predicted and possible modifications in the future construction are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The main temple structure (Fig.l) at + 0.0'
level is 300' x 290' in plan (Fig.2).-The main
temple structure with its floor level at
+36' level (Fig.3) comprises of (a) main
temple (garbh griha) with its top at +188'10"
above plinth level and about 208'10" above
the municipal road level (b) parikramas
(c) four small temples with their tops at
+114' above plinth level (d) the congregation
hall with its roof at about +68' above plinth
level.
The foundations for the main temple consisted
of a 3' thick raft at -17'3" level. The raft
44' x 49'2" in plan rested on nine columns
5' x 5' in size symmetrically placed(Fig.
3). The base of these columns rested at
the elevation -24'6". Walls F (Fig . 3) 5'
thick starting from -14'3" level to +34'
provide the main support for the main temple
structures.

(a} Front View

The floor height of +36' of the temple
structure is attained by earth filling.
Except the north side of the temple, which
has the staircase, the other three sides
of the temple have rooms (Fig.2). All the
rooms with +30' roof level and adjoining
the three sides of the temple structure
have filled up earth . Some of the rooms on
the three outer sides have filled up
earth to about 12' height while others
are either single storey forming first
terrace at 12'6" level or double storey
with their roofs at 30' forming second
terrace (Fig.3}. The structure is symmetrical
on both sides of north and south centre line.
When the walls were hardly 12' high from
the base, cracks appeared in some of the walls
above which the main temple structure was
to be constructed (Fig .2 ). The cracked
brick work was dismantled and redone after
providing RCC beams extending 10' on either
side of crack. Also RBC and RCC bands were
provided at 11' height on top of walls forming

(b) Side View

Fig . l Proposed Temple
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SECTION J1-J1

®

DETAILS OF R.C.C. RAFT BELOW
MAIN MANOIR BETWEEN WALL 'F'
AT LEVEL-17~3"

+35'-6• TOP LEV. OF RCC. RAFT

WESTERN SIDE

EASTERN SIDE

JF. L. -17'-3'
SECTION AT J-J
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JF.L. -24'-6'

FIG.3. SECTION AT'J-J' FROM WESTERN SIDE STAIRS TO
EASTERN SIDE STAIRS ALONG CENTRE LINE OF
MAIN GARBH GRIHA UPTO LEVEL F.L.188'-10"
SHOWING DETAILS OF R.C.C. RAFT BELOW GROUND

hig~

temple structure. However, the cracks
re-appeared. These were noticed during
construction of several 2' thick external
wa~ls D and E and 2' thick internal walls F
CF7g. 3), when being raised from 12'5"
he~ght to 30' height but no remedial measures
we:e taken at this stage. A RCC raft 1' 6"
th~ck was laid at +36' level covering the
whole of ~emple structure area excepting the
congregat~on hall. The construction continued
upon +50' m level where it was stopped.
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allowable bearing pressure of
soil and which the main temple
re~ts and that of the filled up soil on
wh~ch the foundations of walls e.g. D, 01, E
and F rest (Fig.3).
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2. What is the condition of the filled up
soil:

sc

70

(a) Is it still exerting pressure
on the walls or is it that in the course
of time it has become self-supporting and
even load bearing ?

Fig.4 Bore-log for Site Pit-1 East of Main
Temple

(b) Is some of the weight of the filled up
earth being carried by enclosing walls ?

friction developed between the fill and the
walls undisturbed samples collected from
various depths near the walls in main congregation were tested in shear box with
lower half of the box having a brick block and
the upper half having undisturbed fill sample.
Mohr's plot is shown in Fig.S. The local
enquiry revealed
the water table at -70'
or more and hence is not likely to influence
the behaviour of sub-soil.

(c) Can the filled up soil in the present
condition be relied upon to afford skin
friction to the unplastered brick walls
of the hall which have got filled up
earth on both sides and plastered brick
walls of the main temple (Fig.3) and help
against their sinking.
3. Is the raft at +36' (Fig. 3) level useful
from the point of view of effective distribution of load of walls and columns above
+ 36' level uniformly on filled up earth.

0·6

4. Without making any changes in the structure so far constructed, upto what maximum
height the main temple and small temples
be constructed.

•

I
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•

Sample

from +26'2"level
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SOIL INVESTIGATIONS
To provide answers to the questions raised
it was necessary to examine the soils at
site and carry out field and laboratory
tests. The tests had to be planned keeping
in view the construction which had already
progressed upto +15.0 m level. Two borings,
were carried to identify the soil and
decide the depths at which plate load tests
be carried out. Figure 4 shows the bore-log.
~he soils at different levels were identi'ied by persons associated with construeion right from the beginning. Seven
Late load tests were carried out at different
Jcations and dP.pth to estimate allowable
oil pressure .The details of size,locations of various
foundations etc.
are given in •..:•a;Jle 1.
Further, to assess the magnitude of
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Fig.S Normal Stress Vs Shear Stress Plot from
Shear Box Test on Fill Sample and Brick
Surface
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Moisture content

G.L

No drawings were prepared before starting
the construction work. The construction
was executed as per the verbal instructions
of.persons incharge from time to time. At
th~s stage, the following querries emerged
out that needed attention:
1.
the

N- Values

Soil

QI-

TABLE 1.

Sl.

Allowable Soil Pressure

Foundation

Location

Size

Plate Load Test
Shear
Sett.

No.

t/ft 2

t/:':t 2

Allowable
soil
pressure
t/ft2

Max. load
intensity
t/ft2

5.5

l.

Main temple raft

44'x49'2"

-17'3"

40.67

6.0

6.0

2.

Small temples(D
and E on the same
raft)

17'6"x24'6"

-8'6"

6.30

3.60

3.60

3.55

3.

t\Tall footings
D1 ,E.F

width 5'

3.25

7.20

3.25

3.19*

*The net load is about 7.5% greater than the permissible soil pressure hence
on these walls need be reduced.

ALLOWABLE SOIL PRESSURE FOR TEMPLE RAFT
AND t\TALL FOOTINGS

load intensity

samples from filled up soil indicate an
angle of shearing resistance of the
order of 360. A part of the superimposed
load is expected to be borne by skinfriction acting on the wall.

The allowable soil pressure from the plate
load test data and standard penetration
test data are computed from the two considerations namely shear failure and settlement
(with permissible settlement of l. 5") • The
computed values of allowable soil pressure
for different footings are summarized in
Table 1.

3.

The main temple structure rests on 3'
thick raft. The details of reinforcement (as intimated) indicate that this
raft is incapable of?with standing a
pressure of 5. 5 t/ft·· (actual load on
the raft). Therefore, if the raft fails
structurally, the computations of allowable soil pressure for the raft will
not hold. The raft along with side walls
of the main temple between elevations
+32'9" to -14'3" shall need strengthening.
However, the temple is constructed and
standing safe now. This suggests that
the actual reinforcement details are
different than that indicated in Fig.3 .

4.

The stability of the upper raft needs
checking in structural behaviour considering it as a continuous member over
walls D E F F E D. However, at no stage
it shall transfer load to the earth fill
below the main temple in direct bearing.

5.

The height of the temple be reduced in
accordance with the allowable load on
the footings.

SKIN FRICTION ON THE WALLS
A part of additional load shall be borne by
friction acting on the outer face of the wall
D,E and F. (Fig.3). The unit skin friction,£
is given by
s
• • ( 1)

Where 'K 0 ' is the coefficient of earth
pressure at rest, 'I' the unit weight of soil,
'Z' the height of wall, '¢' the angle of internal friction between wall and soil and 'F'
the factor of safety. For a factor of safety
of 3, the value of fs works out to 0.105 z 2
(t/m).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
REFERENCES
The whole construction appears to have been
started in an unplanned manner. On the basis
of test data obtained from the field/
laboratory tests and discussions held, the
following conclusions be drawn:

Indian Standards - Methods of Tests for
Plate Load Test IS:lBBB-1971.
Prakash, Sand G. Ranjan(l974}, 'Soil
Investigation Report for Bhagwat
Bhawan at Shree Krishna Janmasthan,
Mathurs", Civil Engineering Department,
University of Roorkee, Roorkee.

1. The filled up soil is likely to be
hetrogeneous in nature. However, the
allowable soil pressure for various
footings are given in Table 1.
2. The filled up soil appears to be fairly
compact. However, i t will continue to
exert pressure on the walls and cannot
be expected to be self supporting. The
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